Free Sewing Pattern:
Quick-Sew Side-Snap Fleece Diaper Cover

Equipment/Materials needed:

Printer
Sewing machine
Snap press or pliers
Standard 8.5"x11" printer paper
Tape or glue
Thick anti-pill or blizzard fleece
Plastic snaps (4 studs, 12 sockets, and 16 caps per cover)
1/4" braided polyester elastic (allow about 1 yard per cover)

Printing instructions:

1. In order to print correctly on standard 8.5"x11" paper without any cropping, the left, top, and right printer margins must be set to 0.25" or less. The bottom margin must be set to 0.5" or less.

2. Any scaling options should be turned OFF.

Assembling the pattern:

1. These pattern pieces, as printed, do not afford any margins for overlapping pieces in order to glue them together. When cutting, be sure to leave extra space on the straight edges so the pieces may be taped or glued together.

2. It is recommended that only the straight edges of the pattern pieces be cut initially. Once the pattern pieces are assembled and glued or taped together, the pattern may then be cut out as one whole piece.

Sewing instructions:

1. Cut pattern piece from fleece and make markings for snap and elastic placement.

2. Using one continuous piece of elastic, fold one end under about 1/4" and position at beginning elastic marking. Secure the folded end by stitching back and forth a couple of times. (NOTE: a 3-step zig-zag stitch is recommend for sewing the elastic.)

3. Pull the elastic taut and stitch down parallel to the edge of the fabric, to about 1/4" from the end elastic marking. Release the tension on the elastic and trim to approximately 1/2" from the needle. Fold the end under, stitch down, and secure. Repeat for remaining elastic.

4. Apply snaps - sockets facing OUT on the back wings of the diaper, and studs facing IN on the front of the diaper.

Note: this sewing pattern is for personal, non-commercial use only.

Copyright © 2009 BaaBaaBaby.US
For wings - apply snap socket with socket on right side of fabric

Size: Small
Dimensions: 14"x14"

Key:
- Elastic placement - 3-step zig-zag stitch
- Snap - socket
- Snap - stud

For personal, non-commercial use only.
Copyright © 2009 BaaBaaBaby.US
For front: apply snap **stud** with stud on **wrong** side of fabric.
For wings - apply snap socket with socket on right side of fabric.

Size: Medium
Dimensions: 16”x16”

Key:
- Elastic placement - 3-step zig-zag stitch
- Snap - socket
- Snap - stud

For personal, non-commercial use only.
Copyright © 2009 BaaBaaBaby.US
For front: apply snap stud with stud on wrong side of fabric.
Elastic placement - 3-step zig-zag stitch
Snap - socket
Snap - stud

Key:
- For wings - apply with socket on right side of fabric
- Large

Dimensions: 18" x 18"
Size: Large
For front: apply snap stud with stud on wrong side of fabric.

LARGE